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Give yourself the gift of this book "THE WORTHINESS of You" is an exceptional read and can leave
you motivated at every switch of the web page. However, you don't need to be going right
through any major transitions for this publication to be of value to you. Great book on
remembering what's essential; Unlike some personal development books that come across as
preachy and condescending, Connors artfully weaves personal tales, relevant anecdotes, and
tales of heroism to provide readers with types of how winners look at the world. It will serve as a
table reference for me personally for anytime I need a refresher on how best to maximize
possibilities and capitalize on achievement. . . Conner's actually brings the idea home that
Christians should be being tired and alert to "lukewarm" lives and that they need to strive for
competitive greatness.. Great publication for January reading A really great read for setting the
tone for my year. Connors provides bridged the gap between self-development and self-help,
enabling visitors to explore several ideas and tips on discovering their inner worth and
approaching life with a plan. Life has therefore many distractions that people tend to get swept
up in your day to day busyness, especially as the holiday season approach. The author provides
such a graceful way of introducing his very own stories, the stories of others as types of the
ideals he discusses, relevant quotes, and then a game plan by the end of each chapter to help
you reflect and think about your own ideals and goals.! Additionally it is not a one-period read,
but a great resource to get if you want to get yourself back on track with staying accurate to you,
accomplishing your goals, or helping someone else. While we are able to all get caught up and
distracted in the craziness of our daily lives, the book is an excellent read to surface us and help
remind us of our core values and just why they are therefore important. It is not preachy, it
really is inspiring. Looking forward to sharing this book with others! The writer also sprinkles in
pertinent motivational rates, anecdotes, and hilarious one-liners that are utterly engaging and
endearing, (not to mention, hysterical). Here are a few of the huge benefits that I saw in the 10
days that it took me to read THE WORTHINESS OF YOU:-Better mood-Focused-Smiled more often-
Felt well balanced & Chris' passion is certainly invigorating and his very own words give
additional support and guidance throughout. in controlThere are even more but that's my best 5.
It was a pleasure scanning this publication and I recommend it.. Just finished and ready to read
this for the second time. I would suggest others to start a similar "pay it forward" advertising
campaign. Thank you Chris Connors for assisting me, I anticipate hearing & seeing even more
from you in the future! I will order 10 even more copies today in order that I can hopefully help
others achieve similar outcomes. The format of the publication is very easy to follow and
successfully intertwines historic/current and relevant examples, with a mixture of quotes, a
learning guide, and self-reflection questions. The finish of chapter summaries and guides helped
take each section from theory to program, which is wonderful! My favorite area of the Value of
You? How Connors' fits in real world, real time experiences in to the lessons that he delves into.
It offers picture proof that through following his advice and hearing these perspectives, you can
and will be able to live boldly and joyfully. I could not put it down, (even read 100+ web pages in
a single sitting. Perfect Xmas present for family and friends and an ideal book another to in order
to remember the true worth of ourselves. Great read! Excellent initial book and is well worthy of
gifting to family members of all ages This was a great read. The concentrate on the 12 signals of
"true existence riches" couldn't become more accurate, in both useful business conditions, and
the spiritual battlefield. The message of a values-based-life approach is a useful not only to those
not only at the beginning their trip, but also to those like myself who have been on the trip for a
long time. We all want the message of our value here upon this Earth and the reaffirmation of
God's like and guidance. Chris Connors has done a fantastic job with this initial book in fact it is



well worth gifting to loved ones.. THE WORTHINESS of You provides me back again to the wise
phrases of author John Piper. Outstanding and Inspiring Ordered awhile back again, but only
read this book. Truly Inspiring Must Read An extremely insightful and thought provoking
publication that is critical to those looking for inspiration or searching for encouragement to
make a bold step in their life. Wow! That is a transformational book that I recommend to anyone
trying to create positive changes in their life. It's deeply rooted in Biblical concepts, which is
unfortunately false with a whole lot of personal advancement books. The Game Plan by the end
of every chapter can be motivational and practical next measures that will help develop and
implement your own program.. I experienced convicted at particular points of the publication
and am using this as helpful information to proactively make certain changes in my own life. This
is a fantastic first publication and I appearance toward his next work with great anticipation...
husband and I read this book and what we like most about it is the way the author uses a ... My
husband and I read this publication and what we like the majority of about it is how the author
uses a mixture of important people in his lifestyle and famous people (ie. He lays out the
framework of success to guide you through both set-backs and accomplishments. The examples
include folks of many different races and backgrounds but all reach their dreams through very
similar methods. This is a great reserve for anybody as it has an inspiration that a lot of books do
not. Maybe my favorite take on this publication is that good people do finish 1st and that a great,
honest, altruistic, and caring lifestyle is the easiest way to follow your dreams, not really a
ruthless, win at all costs way. Among the reasons I am departing this review can be a reminder
for myself to pick the book back up when I have to "get back on track". This book can transform
your life! In two words, DONE WELL! In other words, THE WORTHINESS of You shares the shelf
with additional best sellers as I am certain it is headed for great items! It educates and is
certainly thought-provoking. The true life stories related to each value are truly inspirational.
Christopher Connors targets the importance of values and the effect of them on every element
of life. helped put issues in perspective-Empowered & His authenticity and vulnerability is
refreshing. I go through this book in one sitting This is a terrific book for anyone who would like
to make a positive difference in their lives and the lives of others. I'm anxious and excited to
learn Mr. I bought the advanced review copy and could not need been happier to have gotten
my hands on this as quickly as possible. As I was reading I was thinking of a list of people in my
life that I right now want to share this reserve with. He truly values relationships and this run
into in the chapters.!). This is a concise guidebook, by an outrageously talented author on how to
arranged oneself up for fulfillment and achievement. This is an excellent first book by an
currently accomplished author and speaker. The best way I could think of to examine this book
was to speak about the changes that I noticed in myself while reading it. Scanning this felt like
the writer was right there, and coaching me in real life! I love this book because I can jump
around to a specific chapter or browse it from starting to end. This book came at exactly the right
period in my entire life and cannot wait until he publishes another masterpiece. Bravo!! Five
Stars Looking forward to positive results! Five Stars I would highly recommend this book! The
reserve is a thoroughly crafted framework for how to absorb, understand, and implement his
guidance and it challenges readers to take possession of their success or failure in all areas of
existence. I recommend this publication from the first web page to the last! When you read
through it, it really is almost like the writer is having a discussion with you. The timing of this
book is very relevant, considering that most main news tales today center around people,
companies, etc. who showed a lapse in judgment within their values.. Chris targets 20 chapters
with 5 main ideals groupings. I literally browse the book in a single sitting, and come back to



reference it frequently. The communications in this reserve inspire the reader to shoot for the
celebrities, with the entire backup on how to achieve it, step-by-step. Highly recommend this to
all or any This book really helped me take a step back, look at what I really want to achieve, and
redirect accordingly.. Highly recommend this to anyone - you'll likely find insight you didn't
realize you needed. Connors following literary offering, and wish we don't have to wait long. his
brother, barber, JORDAN, Sylvester Stallone) providing great types of how these individuals
achieved their goals. With both personal and superstar stories of struggle Chris clearly identifies
the values and determination it requires to “keep moving forward.” I loved his inspirational rates
from well-known historical numbers and how they can fit into the values he describes. Ideals are
an integral part of achieving both professional and personal achievement which is a resource
that I’ll continue to reference during critical factors in my life. Looking forward to a sequel out of
this author. I am going through some existence transitions and feeling like I needed to chart a
new path for myself This book was particularly beneficial to me as I'm going through some life
transitions and feeling like I needed to chart a fresh path for myself. Assists get clarity around
my most important values. Loved what sort of publication was organized. Asking might work
team to read.
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